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This project is a part of Planning and Design for Sustainable Development in a Local Context 
studio at Chalmers University of Technology. The objective of the studio was focused on 
analyzing, understanding and developing the local context of four different towns located in the 
Västra Götaland region- Åstol, Dyrön, Fåglavik and Hällekis.
Collective works prepared at the beginning of the studio helped us to get an understanding of 
the strengths, weaknesses, problems and overall situations of each of the sites. All the gathered 
knowledge was later used to form research through design in-depth project that is described in 
this booklet.
The project itself is based in Hällekis and the focus was put on redeveloping the industrial site of 
this mill town. The booklet describes the project in four parts: Research, Method, Concept and 
Strategies and Design proposal. These four chapters describe the theoretical and design work 
behind the project.Abstract
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 Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, factories have been appearing 
throughout the landscape and this is still the case until present day. Once the factories were the 
glue for the towns and the residents living in them. The factories provided income, food, housing 
and even opened local shops for their employees. In short, the town was built for the factory and 
the people were dependent on the companies within those factories. However, this relationship 
has changed through time, meaning that with time they developed separately from each other, 
losing the connection between them. This can also be because a town evolves into a city with 
more factories with only jobs as a purpose. Which translates to highly enclosed industrial sites 
with no interaction with the town and its residents which was once dependent on them. They are 
becoming isolated elements in the landscape which lose their meaning in the bigger context. 
They are parts where people plan and design around, rather than taking them into account and 
making them part of the new masterplan. This is a problem which derives from both parties; on 
one side the factories are frightened that change will harm them and the design side does not 
know how to make such a grey area part of their design since they do not know the mechanisms 
of such a site.  
 Even though this cultural connection may fade away, the physical presence of the factory 
will stay present in the town especially due to its size and grey appearance. However, since 
this is usually not considered to be positive to the overall atmosphere of a town, it does have 
potential to use this background to enhance the towns character.   
 Besides the social problems, there are also environmental problems to consider. 
Many factories are not on schedule regarding the sustainable UN goals due to the complex 
regulations of a production process, but also sometimes because they do not feel obliged to 
change or do the absolute minimum. In this way, they might be changing on paper, but the 
numbers are not significantly changing. However, it needs to be said that many factories do 
want to adjust their emissions e.g., but simply do not know where to start. This is where other 
fields such as urban planners and (landscape)architects can come in to help turning the site into 
a greener, resilient space.
 Another point which is both a problem and an opportunity is the scale of most industrial 
sites. Throughout time, many factories expand, transform into other factories or change their 
production methods. This can result in an inefficient use of the space, meaning that there are 
many empty parts on site or that it can be rearranged in such way that less space is needed. This 
translates into possibilities to assign different functions to certain areas such as renaturing.  
Furthermore, the factories are strategically placed in the landscape, this can mean along a 
river or a coast for transportation. Usually, these places have great potential from a landscape 
perspective. 
 Lastly the cultural values of an industrial site. As explained before, factories can still be 
seen as heritage of an area even when the physical connection is lost. This could be a reason to 
preserve the factory or parts, rather than changing its character completely. 
 The Swedish town Hällekis is a place which is characterized by the problems and 
relating opportunities stated above. The town has around 643 residents and has been built 
because of the former cement factory. This factory has been replaced by Svenska Foder and 
later the factory Paroc came to town. Although the original factory has been replaced, the town 
still identifies itself with the latter factory Svenska Foder and therefore a factory like this cannot be 
taken down all together. 
(Andersson, A. 1979, www.gotene.se. 2021)

Introduction
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The project proposal is aiming to start a conversation about redeveloping industrial sites in the 
country of Sweden by making them more open, interactive and connected to the towns. This 
is shown in the example of Hällekis- a mill town build for a cement factory located by the lake 
Varnen. The idea is realized by internally and externally transforming buildings, opening up the 
shoreline of the lake and introducing new, social functions designed with consultations with the 
residents of the town. Apart from that, the project proposes new work spaces to bring in more 
actors into the area and all of this while still preserving the existing factory of Svenska Foder.

Aim
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Site description

Svenska Foder is a supplier of feed and crop products to agriculture and cereal products to the 
food industry and products which the factory supplies, are poultry food, grass mixtures, grain 
types, seeds and oil. The factory currently employs 30 people, mostly living outside of Hällekis. 
On top, the location offers potential since it is located at Sweden’s biggest lake, Lake Vänern, 
surrounded by forestry areas and is around 120 000 m2. Although the site is large, it is not 
completely used or can be reduced if the factory gets reorganised. This is also because most 
areas are storage space, including warehouses, silos and stocks. Leaving only a significantly 
small part of the actual production part of the factory. Renaturing this area by reorganising would 
therefore be possible. 

Furthermore, the company is aiming for more sustainable production with energy reduction, 
renewable energy sources, using locally produced raw material and higher feed efficiency. 
Most of these goals are not realised yet and this leaves room for opportunities since they are 
already willing to do this. Therefore, most change happens internally and this leaves opportunities 
regarding the external character of the factory as well. 
(www.svenskafoder.se. 2021)

Before Svenska Foder the factory site was owned by the  Skånska Cementa- a cement factory. 
This industry was the area’s largest workplace until 1979 when the mill was closed down. During 
the 20th century, Hälleki’s industrial area was very large. The town was very dependent on the 
factory which provided their employees with income, housing and public areas. 
(Wendin, F. 2021, Andersson, A. (1979))

Historical photos of the factory
(PICRYL. 2021)
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Photo of the factory site
(md.nordu.net. 2021)
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Functions of the buidings in the factory- present time
(Svenska Foder, 2021)
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Photos of the factory site
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 The objective of the research part of our project was to get a clear idea of what should 
we implement in the design. First, we tried to imagine how the site could develop in the future 
and how would that influence the project. This part we describe in a form of scenarios of the 
future development. Moreover, we reached out to residents of Hällekis to find out what is their 
point of view on the industry and what kind of new functions they would like to introduce in 
their town. Lastly, we researched on what are the plans for the area proposed by the Götene 
kommun described in an overview plan Kinnekule 2030.

Research
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• meat consumption is not profitable 
anymore

• people are more self-sufficient 
and do not need a factory anymore

• factory site will get different 
function: the structures will remain but it 
will change into a nature area (Duisburg 
Landschaftspark)

scenario 1 scenario 2 scenario 3
factory closes down all together

• factory stays but adapts

• people are partly self-sufficient but 
there is still a need for the factory

• factory is more willing to become 
more interactive

• factory is becoming more self 
aware  and wants to find ways to become 
more sustainable

• factory could change their products 
and this will change the industrial site as 
well

• infrastructure stays the same, but 
some parts get new functions

• industrial site is more open to 
Hällekis and so there will be more 

factory partly changes and is 
combined with new functions

• meat consumption is not 
profitable anymore

• people are more self-sufficient 
and do not need a factory anymore

• Hällekis is self-sufficient using 
the factory and do not need help from 
Svenska Foder

• co-farming is rising, the same 
as with co-working and new ways 
of farming are explored and existing 
buildings can be used for this

community will take over the whole 
factory and there will be no company 

within the factory anymore

Scenarios

Before starting to formulate our aim for this project, we explored possible future scenarios to get 
a clear vision of how we could improve the industrial site of Hällekis. The scenarios are made 
according to current trends such as the rising interest in being self-sufficient and sustainable and 
changing values and beliefs.

Starting with scenario 1 where the factory closes altogether. Reasons why this could happen is 
that the meat consumption worldwide would reduce further up to a point that Svenska Foder, 
a food provider for cattle, would not be profitable anymore. On top of that, people would 
become more self-sufficient and therefore do not need the factory anymore for income or food 
for animals since they would take care of this themselves. With this scenario the industrial site 
would be transformed into a natural site due to its high natural potential. Since the factory used 
to be important to Hällekis and is consequently heritage, the structures of the buildings will be 
preserved in a way similar to the Landschaftspark of Duisburg. Leaving a natural site where 
nature takes over the buildings eventually. 
The second scenario suggests that the factory partly changes and will be combined with new 
ways of farming. The reason why the factory will be preserved in this scenario is because of 
its cultural and historical value for the town of Hällekis. Therefore, the factory adapts to secure 
a more sustainable production process but will not be removed. Regarding the production 
process, it can be said that the production will reduce due to that people eat less meat and 
are more self-sufficient. This is explained by the rising self-awareness and the need of people 
to find food alternatives and more sustainable ways of living. Additionally, the company sees 
the importance of improving its connection to the town once again since the people want to 
focus on creating a stronger community. This will result in opening the site to the people and 
implementing new functions as a community hub with cafes, event spaces and galleries. Note 
that due to the rising trend of remote working there is also a need for co-working spaces. 

Lastly, the third scenario is where the community will take over the whole factory and there will 
be no company within the factory anymore. This scenario differs from the first one in a way that 
the factory will still be active but the residents of Hällekis are responsible for what it is producing. 
This can happen if meat consumption is no longer profitable due to the shifted eating habits. 
On top of that, the residents will be fully self-sufficient and will use the factory to establish this by 
providing opportunities for experimental and co-farming. All existing buildings of the factory will 
be used for this scenario.
 

How actors will be influenced:

Industry:

• Svenska Foder leaves the factory site

Nature:

• foresters and landscape gardeners will 
take care of the newly created nature 
reserve

• increase in biodiversity on factory site

Tourists:

• new nature reserve and history of the 
factory will attract tourists to Hällekis

Local community:

• new recreation area close to Hällekis

•  access to lake Vänern

•  more tourists

How actors will be influenced:

Industry:

• Svenska Foder remains the biggest actor

• Svenska Foder becomes more efficient 
and uses less space

Nature:

• renaturing of unused spaces leads 
to increase in biodiversity and new 
recreation areas

New actors:

• factory site opens up for new actors 
providing spaces for start-ups, 
workshops, farming and other businesses

Local community:

• access to lake Vänern

• new workspaces and meeting places

• reconnection of industry and people 
from Hällekis

• development of factory site will initiate 
further development of Hällekis

How actors will be influenced:

Industry:

• Svenska Foder leaves the factory

Nature:

• the factory site will be used for 
farming

New actors:

• local community has control over the 
factory site and decides if they want 
to open

• up for new actors

Local community:

• access to lake Vänern

• control over factory site

• co-farming, new workspaces and 
meeting places for the community
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Lis-Område

Götene Kommun proposes in the „Kinnekulle 2030 Fördjupning av översiktsplanen“ five LIS-
areas (areas for rural development near the shore ) at Blomberg, Råbäcks hamn, Hällekis 
hamn och camping, Årnäs and Jutaviken. The total area suitable for development corresponds 
to about 1,5 percent of Götenes shoreline. The proposed projects include for example the 
development of harbours for both passenger and commercial traffic, creating small craft sites 
and accommodation at the lake and other activities. In all areas, a detailed plan is required 
and access to the shoreline must be ensured, by for example sufficiently wide zones along the 
beach. Götene kommun identifies the importance of attractive lake sections across the shoreline 
in this regional plan. Our proposed development of the Svenska Foder factory and its shoreline 
could be integrated into this larger scale plan. Connecting the factory site and the LIS-areas
along the shore with a path could be a interesting further development for the kommun.

The plan also shows and describes areas which  are protected by reserves, Nature 2000 
program and different protection laws. We made sure that in our proposal we don’t interfere 
with these protected areas.
(Per Seiving stadsarkitekt and Rahm, G. 2014)

Map of the Götene kommun with the Lis areas
Map of the protected areas
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Method

 After conducting research, it is time for explaining our methods including interviewing 
the employees of the factory and having a guided tour, analyzing the future goals of the factory 
setting up a questionnaire for the inhabitants and formulating possible future scenarios for the 
industry in Hällekis. 

Starting with the interview with the factory. They told us that the factory is very spread out for the 
amount of people who are working there. In the future they hope to cluster the factory more in 
order to make the transportation and storage process more efficient. This can be done by only 
using the warehouses in the center of the factory attached to the production building. Note 
that nowadays the buildings are not all efficiently used and therefore minimizing the amount 
of buildings needed is possible. Furthermore, this creates opportunities for us to use the outer 
buildings located further from the center. Interesting to add is that only three employees are from 
Hällekis but actually know very little about this town. By connecting the town with the factory, 
there will be another opportunity for not only a better connection between the residents but also 
with the employees. 

During the guided tour we have analyzed and selected the areas with the greatest potential for 
transforming. We found that the northern and northeastern area have great scenic opportunities, 
especially since at this location the whole lake can be seen. As well as the inner square located 
in the heart of the industry since this has no function, is very grey and offers an inside of the 
factory.  

On the website of the factory, we found that they are looking for ways to transform their business 
to become greener by for example using more local products. By this we can conclude that the 
factory is open for a change as long as they still have the possibility to thrive. 

In addition, we have done a questionnaire together with the other groups working on Hällekis. 
By doing this, we found out how people perceive the industry, if they consider it part of the 
identity of the town, what they would like to see changed but also regarding wishes they have 
such as having more communal facilities. 

After analyzing all of this, we were confident in choosing one of the scenarios which fit the best 
with the information we have found out: scenario 2 “the factory partly changes and is combined 
with new functions.” This is due to the acknowledged cultural and economic importance of the 
factory to the people of Hällekis. Furthermore, self-awareness regarding sustainability grows 
and the factory wants to become cleaner and greener by changing its production process. 
This also applies to the residents, who want to have the wish to become more self-sufficient. 
Additionally, the factory creates a stronger connection with the town. Ultimately, the space is 
also needed since the trend of remote working is growing and people want to have a place 
close to home to work. From that point we focused on the development of our project with 
consideration to this scenario. 

Lastly, we started mapping out interesting areas and what we could implement on the site to 
fulfil each and everyone’s wishes. We started sketching to see how we could make physical 
connections to the town using green infrastructure and how people would experience the route. 
In short, what functions were needed and where should they be. 
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Concept and strategies

 

 To sum up our concept, the project can be described as another layer put on top of 
the existing one using internal and external transformation of the buildings. That means that we 
tried to work in a way that allows visitors to enter the factory site while the factory will still be 
operating and without disturbing the industrial processes. We used design methods to ensure 
that there still is a physical barrier but less visual in order to create a better but safe connection 
between the residents and the factory. 

Together with opening the shoreline, to give this back to the people and by implementing wishes 
regarding facilities. 

However, while designing we realized it is hard to comprehend all the different smaller and 
bigger changes we make on the site. That is why we describe our concept in a form of 9 map 
diagrams- each one representing different aspects of the intervention.
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Questionnaire

As a part of a collaboration with other students doing project proposals based in Hällekis 
we prepared a questionnaire that was shared among people living in the town. One of the 
questions that we asked residents of the town was about how they view the industry and if they 
think that it is a big part of the identity of Hällekis. The intention was to find out if they can see 
the factory site as something more than a closed-off industry area. The questionnaire was also 
supposed to help in choosing which scenario is the most realistic in regards to what the residents 
imagine for this area. 
The other question that was a part of the questionnaire was about what new functions would the 
residents like to introduce in the common buildings. What we wanted to get from it is a general  
knowledge of what needs do the people from Hällekis have regarding communal spaces.

Participants of the questionnaire had a lot of important input about what the factory is for them 
and what they want it to be. 9 people highlighted that the industry is above all a place that 
creates work spaces. There were also answers that stated strongly that there is no Hällekis 
without the industry and that it gives them not only jobs but also keeps the whole town alive. 
Some people on the other hand believed that the focus is changing and it’s not so important 
anymore. There were 9 people who believe that the buildings of the industry are not 
aesthetically pleasing and not well maintained. Some of them also added that they wish 
the industry produced less noise and less smell because it makes the town hard to live and 
less attractive for tourists. They were also concerned about the environmental impact of the 
industry and its plans for expansion. There were 2 people who directly proposed that the 
industry should be transformed to a common area and be taken by the municipality. These 
statements are very important for us since we didn’t suggest in the questionnaire that we want 
this to be our focus.

1. What is your image / opinion about industries as a building and as a 
social actor? Do you think that the factory is a big part of Hällekis’ identity?

From the 50 answers we got:

31 people
believe that the industry is a big part of Hällekis identity

9 people
believe that the industry is not a big part of Hällekis identity

10 people
don’t know what to think about the industry

“Those who lack respect for nature do not get any respect from me.”

“The buildings are damn ugly but good for the work they create.”

“The factory is the hub of Hällekis.”

“Time to sweep clean old industrial premises and turn it into 
something that has societal benefits. ”

2.  If there were a common building in Hällekis, what functions would you 
like to see there?

• 48 people  would like a venue for events like a cinema, stage, exhibition 
space etc.

• 46 people  would like premises to rent for example for parties, conferences 
etc.

• 37 people  would like a  cafe/ cafeteria
• 31 people  would like a  loan bank where you can borrow tools, toys, sports 

equipment 
• 29 people  would like a  playground for children
• 22 people  would like a  library 
• 19 people  would like a  joint workshop

Quotes from the questionnare
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preservation of factory 

• factory stays but adapts 
• people become less 

dependent but still need the 
factory

• factory wants to 
become more interactive

• factory can change 
products and thus change the 
site

environmental awareness

• factory becomes more 
sustainable

• overall awareness of 
people rises and they want to 
do better 

stronger community 

• industrial site is more 
open to Hällekis

• rising trend in remote 
working 

• people want to work 
more on creating a stronger 
local community

The scenario implementation

The idea for our proposal found in the chosen scenario can be described with 3 key points. The 
first one relates to the factory. As mentioned before, the scenario for the future of the factory that 
we chose assumes it is going to continue the production. However what is going to change is the 
fact that the design will make the industry adapt more to its surroundings- the town of Hällekis. 
What that means is that the workplaces will be kept and the industry will be operating but the 
site won’t be completely closed off like it is at the moment. Right now the access to the shoreline 
of lake Vänern is almost completely inaccessible because of the fencing around the factory. First 
and foremost the project proposes opening up this beautiful landscape to the public. This design 
choice can also be supported by the „Kinnekulle 2030 Fördjupning av översiktsplanen“ that 
suggests opening the shorelines of Götene Kommun. The goal of the design is also to make the 
factory open to visitors by creating both new work spaces and common areas and in that way 
make the site more interactive. This will ensure that the factory site will be “kept alive” even if the 
current industry changes.
The second key point refers to environmental awareness. Future inevitably brings the need 
for more sustainable production. That means the industry will have to change internally and 
externally. The project proposes that the factory area becomes more condensed as the future 
production will be more efficient and the demand for the production space will be reduced. This 
means not only more social spaces but also more areas with an opportunity to be renatured. The 
design also suggests areas where vertical farming could be introduced. That is because it can 
create new means of sustainable production and a chance for more self- sufficient town.
Third key point relates to the community of the town. In the suggested scenario for the future 
community becomes stronger. The project proposal is supposed to enhance that. The newly 
created common areas become a place for people of Hällekis to meet and create social 
interactions. Whereas working spaces create opportunity for residents to work locally so that they 
don’t have to commute.
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social development

• giving shoreline back to people of 
Hallekis

• creating opportunities for inhabitants to 
meet with the employees: cafe

• introducing co-working spaces 
• creating units for start-ups

environmental development

• renaturing areas which are currently mostly 
empty standing  

• introducing farming in parts of the factory 
which are currently not fully occupied

• introducing green areas inside of the heart 
of the factory 

Sustainable factors

There are two main sustainable development factors that were taken into 
consideration while working on this proposal- environmental and social. 
The environmental factor refers to the changes that are supposed to lower the 
impact of the factory on the natural environment and bring nature back to the 
areas lost due to the presence of the industry. In the project this is achieved by 
renaturing areas that are currently not being actively used. Moreover, the design 
also proposes new green areas inside and around the industry site. Apart from 
that, as mentioned before there are new functions of farming being introduced. 
These could be used by the factory to create more sustainable and resilient 
production but also by the municipality with a purpose of becoming more self 
sufficient.
The social factor of the intervention relates to bringing the community closer 
and making it stronger. Hällekis history shows that the town always had a close 
relation to the industry but in recent years this connection has been lost. The 
project aims to bring it back. This is partially done by opening up the access 
to the shoreline and allowing people from the town to visit it. The social factor 
is also strengthened by creating more opportunities for social interactions by 
introducing spaces like a café, a playground or a pier. The proposal also 
suggests start-up units and co-working spaces with a purpose of creating more 
locally based businesses. 
(United Nations. 2015)
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Internal and external transformation 

We propose two different kinds of transformations for the factory site, an external 
transformation and an internal transformation. With the external transformation 
we concentrate on the visual impact of the factory. The factory can be seen 
from almost everywhere in Hällekis. Likewise, in our questionnaire people from 
Hällekis mentioned that they didn’t like the look of the factory buildings. That is 
why we want to colour the big concrete silos to contrast the hard geometry and 
make the site more inviting for visitors. Secondly not all buildings are efficiently 
used at the moment and as mentioned before the residents would like to have 
new social facilities which also connects the town with the industrial site. These 
wishes are met by an internal transformation of the silo near the shore and of a 
part of the raw material building. 

Ha-Ha ditches

The idea is to remove the fences cutting of the factory site from Hällekis, but there 
is still the need for some barriers to separate the industry and visitors. Therefore 
our idea is to create ditches in some areas inspired by the Ha-Ha ditches used in 
English gardens. They create a less visual barrier, but still make clear how far one 
can go. Hence, the atmosphere will be open and inviting and the safety of the 
visitors and industry will be secured at the same time.
(National Trust. 2021)

external transformation

• giving the buildings which are visually 
most present in the landscape a new look 

• making the site more inviting for visitors 

internal transformation

• giving buildings which are now inefficiently 
used a new function 

•  partly new function, partly remains current 
function

Ha-Ha ditches

• removing the fence and implemen-
ting ditches to create a less visual barrier

• factory looks open and inviting and 
at the same time secure safety of visitors 
and industry

• inspiration of English garden with the 
Ha-Ha ditches 
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Design Proposal

The initial idea of our proposal for the development of the Svenska Foder factory area was to 
put a second layer on top of the existing one to allow ongoing production and a reopening of 
the area at the same time. In this way consumption and production get reconnected and new 
social functions become intertwined with the factory. The second layer is in contrast to the hard 
geometry of the factory buildings more organically formed. The proposed master plan is thereby 
just a phase of further development of the area. The main focus of the first phase is on the area 
along the shore to make it accessible again for people from Hällekis and to make use of the 
scenic location of the factory at lake Vänern. Starting from the existing harbour a path and a 
bridge leading to the Silo, which will be transformed into a café, event and co-working space 
as one of the first buildings. The viewing platform around the upper floor of the silo provides 
views of the lake on the one side and of the factory on the other side. From the silo the bridge 
continues to the shoreline. The long building, which is currently used as storage for raw materials, 
will be partly reorganised and divided into flexible units to provide affordable spaces for start-
ups, workshops, or other businesses. The outer parts of the building will still be used by Svenska 
Foder. The transformation of the building will start in the middle, where a passage cuts through 
the building connecting the newly created green valley in the heart of the factory with the path 
along the shore. This green space can be used by people renting a unit in the long building for 
example for farming or by residents of Hällekis and visitors. Furthermore, a pier provides a new 
experience of the lake making it more tangible. The path runs further along the shoreline and 
leads back to Hällekis through a renatured area to create a loop.
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Map diagrams 

These diagrams explain the different layers we will be using in our design. They help with 
understanding how each part of our design proposal works.  

Green infrastructure 

Starting with the biggest scale; the green infrastructure which secures a physical connection 
to the town, will invite residents to come and see the industrial area. The green infrastructure 
will go into the town with its so-called green fingers. How this will be designed is not part 
of this project and thus will not be shown further in the project. Nevertheless, creating a 
physical connection has significant importance to make the plan work and therefore needs 
to be taken into consideration. 

Old versus new infrastructure 

Regarding the infrastructure, we use as much of the existing infrastructure to preserve the 
character of the place and as little new material as possible for the project. However, since 
the shoreline is currently entirely closed off, a new cycling and pedestrian path along the 
shore is needed. 

Accessibility 

Since the factory will still be active, the safety of both industry and visitors needs to be 
secured. This is done by closing off the center of the factory in order for the trucks to still go 
there. In parts where the trucks barely go, gates will be introduced to close off particular 
areas when needed. Note that the heart of the factory will be accessible for visitors to get 
a better impression of how the industrial site works
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Infrastructure 

This diagram is a follow up of the “old versus new”- diagram, explaining all the different types 
of infrastructure. As mentioned before, the main path which is newly introduced is the cycling 
and pedestrian path which starts in the center of Hällekis and continues along the shoreline to 
end back in Hällekis again. There will also be a car road for people to be able to arrive at the 
community spaces by car. Another thing which is introduced, is the shared space located mainly 
in front of the units in the start-up units which can be used to work outside for example. Lastly, the 
industry only has priority within the enclosed part. This is possible since they use this space most 
frequently. This especially applies to the harbour since they only use it fourteen times a year.  

Functions of spaces

The area will have a broad diversity of functions and most of them are situated along the 
shoreline. In the green infrastructure there is place for a communal area and playground which 
can be used according to how the residents would like to. In the North-West the forest is most 
dense and this creates opportunities for implementing a climbing forest and conference cabins 
which can be rented. The latter also could be connected to the silos located there whenever 
they will not be used anymore in the future. The top of the industrial site is the most open and 
scenic area, hence the implementation of the pier. This is a place with a view over the whole lake 
and will have picnic places to take a break. As part of our proposal, areas which are currently 
inefficiently used, are renatured to replace the so-called grey area with greenery. This will boost 
the local biodiversity as well. The green valley which is connected to the raw material building is 
also renatured and can be used for farming for whom are interested. This building is used for the 
start-up units because it is mostly empty and is easily accessible by car. Lastly, the community hub 
is situated in the top floor of the silo and creates a view into the factory and onto the lake. 

Transformation 

As mentioned before the design proposes two different types of transformation: internal 
and external transformation. Starting with the latter, the external transformation is to improve 
the aesthetical atmosphere of the site in order to invite people. Likewise, it will change the 
background of the town since the factory buildings can be seen from everywhere in the town. 
Reflecting on the questionnaire, the residents would like to see the buildings melt more into the 
landscape and this is done by painting them in a soft toned orange. 
The internal transformation starts in the buildings which are currently barely or not efficiently used. 
They are also located on the outer parts since the factory prefers to have everything close buy in 
the future as well. As explained before, the buildings will be filled with social facilities such as a 
community hub with a café, event rooms and co-working spaces.
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Three types of routes 

Lastly the diagrams which explain the three different routes one can take depending on one’s 
purpose of coming to the transformed industrial site. We have made the differentiation between 
leisure, working and industrial purposes.  

Route of leisure 

The route of leisure is the most scenic since it is meant to take one on an experience to discover 
the beauty the place has to offer. The idea is to either walk or cycle. Note that there are elevators 
and a non-elevated path to make the site accessible for wheelchairs e.g. as well. This route starts 
in Hällekis but can also be reached by driving to the parking places on the east side, close to the 
harbour.

Route of working 

The route of working is less scenic and aims to bring the visitor from A to B as fast and efficient 
as possible. it is located as well at the west as at the east in order to reach both the silo with the 
communal areas and the raw material building with the start-ups. 

Route of industry 

Lastly the route of industry which is mainly located in the center of the factory since they use this 
area the most and, in the future, most likely only will use. This is because they want to have the 
warehouses closer to the factory area to improve the efficiency. The dotted lines suggest that they 
can still access these parts in the forthcoming future but will not have priority to the other routes. 
Simply because they do not use these parts frequently. Note that the ends of the raw material 
building will still be accessible for the industry since they will keep using these parts until further 
notice.
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Master Plan
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PLAYGROUND AREA
Playground for children located next to the elevated path and the cafeteria area. 
It encourages people from Hallekis but also the summer visitors to come to the 
factory site with their kids.

CAFETERIA AREA WITH AN OUTSIDE STAGE
A place that could be used in the summer as an extension to the cafeteria situated 
in the silo. This area has a beautiful location with a full view of the lake. Additional 
usage could be a concert area with a stage for example for the music festival. 

ELEVATED PATH WITH A VIEWPOINT
This wooden path could allow visitors to enter the viewpoint on the height of 7 
meters and experience a full view on the lake. From that point it would be also 
possible to enter the cafeteria and coworking areas inside the old silo.

COWORKING AREAS
These small conference cabins placed in the woods could be used by factory 
employees, people working in the startups at the industrial site as well as residents 
of Hallekis.

FARMING
As a part of making the industrial area more environmental friendly experimental 
farming areas could be introduced.

INDUSTRIAL GREEN VALLEY
In the heart of the factory a green renatured area could be introduced. It could 
consist of some seating spaces arranged with second hand pallets recovered from 
the factory waste

RENATURED AREA
Parts of the industry site that are not currently used could be renatured with local 
species of plants.

RESTING AREA
This area is beautifully located by the lake shore. It could be arranged as another 
viewpoint and a resting area with some benches. It is a perfect spot to take a 
break while strolling around the industrial area.

PIER
A pier in a form of a continuous path in the lake allows visitors to have a full 
experience of the beautiful surroundigs.
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Zoom-in 1
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The silo

The existing silo is located at the top of the factory site close to the lake, which makes it an 
interesting starting point for the development of the site. Our idea is to keep the existing silo 
as the outer shell and build a new structure inside. In that way we intertwine the old with the 
new and make our transformation traceable. The silo will be converted into a café, event 
and co-working space, which are located on the upper floor. An elevated path leads to a 
viewing platform around the upper floor of the silo providing a 360 degree scenic view of 
the lake and factory. The floor plan is organised around the staircase in the centre of the silo. 
All functions are situated in three segments around the centre. The in-between spaces can be 
opened and closed with folding gates to create additional spaces for example for events or 
for opening up the whole building in the summer. The café is oriented towards the lake and the 
co-working space towards the factory. Different views are created through the open centre of 
the silo connecting the different sites of the silo to each other and the surrounding. Currently the 
façade of the silo exists of metal sheets. We want to keep it, create a cut out at the upper floor 
and deform the façade. The idea is to lift up the façade like a curtain to show the inside. By 
deforming the façade we also want to create an exciting and dynamic appearance, and at the 
same time create shading, highlight certain areas of the silo and guide views from the inside.
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Section A-A
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Zoom-in 2
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Raw material building and central green valley

The long building at the shoreline is currently used as storage space for raw materials 
and divided into several units. It is not efficiently used at the moment, therefore we see 
a potential for transforming it. The building blocks the factory area from the lake like 
a fortress wall and creates an inside and outside. With a passage cutting through the 
building and connecting the “outside” with the green heart inside the factory, we want 
to highlight the transition from one side to the other. Thereby the northern area is more 
public with seating areas along the shore and a pier into the lake. The newly created 
green valley inside the factory has a more intimate atmosphere, but is still publicly 
accessible. The building itself will be divided into modular and flexible units based on 
the current construction grid, which can be used as spaces for start-ups, workshops or 
can be used for different purposes in the future. A road along the northern façade makes 
the units accessible by car. The units are oriented towards the lake allowing insights 
for passers-by. The transformation of the building will start in the middle and continue 
towards the edges. These outer parts will be used by Svenska Foder until they don’t need 
them anymore. The southern part of the long building could be used for experimenting 
with vertical farming and could be connected to green houses and farming areas south 
of the building.
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Ground floor plan of raw material building
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Section north-south
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Phasing

Due to the scale and complexity of the transformation of the factory area, we propose our 
project to be developed in four phases. In this way the individual transformations are less 
dependent on each other and more feasible. The idea is to develop the site starting at the shore 
since this will boost the connection of the site with Hällekis. Furthermore the first phase doesn’t 
interfere with the Svenska Foder making it more simple to initiate the development. There is a 
potential to continue the transformation of the area towards the centre in further phases. Since 
this is not part of our design anymore, we will only map out the areas with great potential for 
further development.
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First phase

The first phase of opening up the factory concentrates on the shore to 
make it accessible and attractive again.  A path along the shoreline 
starting from the harbour of Hällekis and the pier will be built. The path 
creates a loop around the factory and continues back to Hällekis. 
Furthermore, the wasteland west of the factory will be renatured in the 
first phase.

Second phase

In the second phase the big concrete silos will be externally transformed for example by 
colouring them to establish an inviting atmosphere. The focus of the second phase will be 
the transformation of the silo near the shore into a community hub and the introduction of the 
elevated path and viewing platform around the silo.
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Third phase

In the third phase the passage through the raw material building and the green valley in the heart 
of the factory will be created for new public functions such as farming.

Fourth phase

In the fourth phase of our proposal the transformation of the raw material building starts to 
develop spaces for workshops, start-ups or other purposes. Furthermore the shared space north 
of the building is built. It facilitates the delivery for the units and can be used as an additional 
outdoor space for them.
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Potential 

This project is meant to be viewed as a proposal. What we mean by that is that it is not a final 
and an only design that could be proposed for this site. The reason we present this project is to 
show that this site has a great potential to be developed in many different ways. That is why to 
sum up our thoughts on this project we show a map of potential sites where we include both the 
areas we worked within the design and the areas that we did not include in this proposal but we 
believe that they could be developed. We also created a mind map of the ideas that could be 
implemented on this site in the future. 
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Map of potentials

Mind map of the potential ideas
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Reflection

Our project aims to provide an inspiration for dealing with industrial sites in rural areas and to be 
a starting point for further discussion around this topic. We realised that the relationship between 
industry and town in rural areas can be very ambivalent. Factories, like the Svenska Foder factory, 
provide income and jobs making towns dependent on them, but are a burden at the same 
time. They have a strong physical presence, emit noise and smells and mostly still don’t produce 
in a sustainable way. Therefore they are not resilient for the future. Because of their historical 
importance, they also hinder mill towns to reinvent themselves. In the questionnaire this ambivalent 
character got very clear. People strongly identified with the Svenska Foder factory, but saw a 
problem in the way it defines Hällekis as well. Our project discusses the potentials for the specific 
site of the Svenska Foder factory area and its relationship to Hällekis. Nevertheless, the situation in 
Hällekis is not unique and finding ways to work with our industrial heritage is and will be essential 
for the development of many rural areas.

We focused the project on a conceptual idea for the factory. Due to the complexity and scale 
of the project, we had to simplify and concentrate on some areas. There are many challenges 
and problems that need to be considered in further development of the proposal. Making the 
transformation feasible, bringing all involved stakeholders together and establishing a mutual 
acceptance are just a few of them. 

Another challenge for the sustainable development of the factory we identified is the question of 
how Svenska Foder itself can produce in a more sustainable way and how a spatial reorganisation 
could benefit them. We have left the industry’s perspective out of our concept to some extent. 
For further development, it would be important to emphasise the role of the industry more. The 
first question is whether Svenska Foder is seriously interested in becoming more sustainable. For 
sustainable development it is important to use resources, land and buildings efficiently. Svenska 
Foder could make a significant contribution to this with their knowledge of efficient production 
processes. Behind the visible factory there is a whole network of suppliers and customers, which all 
converge in the industry. To initiate sustainable development in a broader context, Svenska Foder 
could play a fundamental role as someone who steers the transformation towards sustainable 
production and consumption. This role could also be reflected in the physical factory site. Industrial 
heritage sites, especially in rural areas, could in the future be hubs where the transformation of 
larger production chains are made visible and all actors behind a production chain come together. 
Suppliers, producers and consumers thus are reconnected. Because of the historical importance of 
old industrial sites for rural areas, this new role would be very credible. Svenska Foder could thus 
be a mediator.

It was difficult for us to finally decide, which transformations are appropriate considering their 
environmental impact, but also social benefits. By keeping the production at the site, creating 
spaces for new businesses and reopening the site, we think the transformation of the factory will 
also initiate a development within Hällekis. Nevertheless there is a risk that the scale of the factory 
site is too big for Hällekis and that it absorbs too many functions, if it is not carefully developed. 
Additionally, to this it is important to physically connect the town with the industrial site more into 
detail. Especially since the main road now cuts off the factory site and the harbour from the town 
and is therefore an important design question.
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